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TRUTH IN THE FACE OF POSTMODERNISM 

by 

Jonathan K. Bennett, PE, D.GE 

 

Postmodernism is primarily a late 20th century movement within Philosophy that is 

broadly characterized by skepticism, subjectivism, relativism; a general suspicion of reason; and 

an elevated assertion that ideology plays a central role in maintaining political or economic 

power. One of the central tenets of Postmodernism is extreme skepticism with regard to absolute 

or objective truth claims1. These claims are extremely problematic because they would render 

objective truths as preference held by those espousing them. Postmodernism, while prevalent in 

modern society, is a false ideology and is one of, if not the, most destructive philosophies in 

existence. In contrast with the teachings of Postmodernism, truth is critical to understanding 

virtually anything and everything. It is the instrument by which we seek to understand reality 

itself and is inextricably linked to it. It is by seeking truth that we attempt to answer the big 

questions in life and to find direction. This paper will demonstrate that truth does exist, that it 

must exist, and that it matters profoundly in all of mankind’s endeavors. How one’s beliefs align 

with reality ultimately determine whether actions taken based on those beliefs will succeed or 

fail or be correct or incorrect. 

WHY ARE WE HAVING THIS CONVERSATION, ISNT IT OBVIOUS? 

Why are we having this conversation? It may or may not, depending on your 

background, seem obvious that truth exists. It seems to the classical thinker that truth obviously 

does exist and is something that should be pursued. However, the influence of postmodernism in 

 
1 Joseph M. Holden, The Harvest Handbook of Apologetics, Harvest House Publishers, Eugene, 

Oregon, 2018, p. 378 



 

the last century has stealthily influenced the culture with a dilution of certainty and shift toward 

relativism. Most people do not have a detailed understanding of the specific claims of 

postmodernism, and may not even know what it is. However, it has so profoundly influenced the 

thinking of our culture that we can see a general shift away from the classical views of the past 

regarding truth and certainty about it. It is a dangerous creeping crud that threatens the very 

foundations of critical thinking and right action. David Limbaugh says:  
 

Our postmodern culture has done a number on the idea of truth. It teaches that truth 
and morality are relative, that there is no such thing as absolute truth. To the 
intellectual elite dominating our universities and the mainstream media, these ideas 
are considered enlightened and progressive, even though we all intuitively understand 
that absolute truth exists, and more importantly, we all conduct our lives with that 
recognition.2 

POSTMODERN ASSERTIONS 

Postmodern philosophers argue that objective truth and absolute values are beyond 

our grasp. Jacque Derrida, Michel Foucault, Jean-Francois Lyotard, and Richard Rorty were four 

of the most prominent postmodern philosophers of the 20th century3. Much of the postmodern 

philosopher’s argument against truth revolves around language and meaning, and the ability to 

precisely understand and communicate concepts. This should be noted because there is a distinct 

difference between establishing the existence of truth and the ability to know truth. Repeated 

assertions against the knowability of truth have been taken by many as arguments against the 

existence of truth itself. This is permeating the current culture and is manifesting itself as broad 

relativism. 

 
2 Norman L. Geisler and Frank Turek, 2004, I Don’t Have Enough Faith to be an Atheist (Kindle 

Edition), Wheaton Illinois, Crossway Books, p. 8 
3 Joseph M. Holden, The Harvest Handbook of Apologetics, Harvest House Publishers, Eugene, 

Oregon, 2018, p. 377  



 

The writings of Friedrich Nietzsche, a 19th century deconstructionist philosopher, 

were influential in initiating a break from modernism and steering toward a rejection of absolute 

truth. He states “But everything has evolved, there are no eternal facts, nor are there any absolute 

truths”4 in the context of finding keys to the understanding of the world in general based on 

human experience. Again, this is essentially a rejection of knowing absolute truth and not 

absolute truth itself. 

Jordan B. Peterson defines postmodernism as “…essentially the claim that (1) since 

there are an innumerable number of ways in which the world can be interpreted and perceived 

(and those are tightly associated) then (2) no canonical manner of interpretation can be reliably 

derived.”5 He goes on to expand upon that definition by introducing a secondary claim “since no 

canonical manner of interpretation can be reliably derived, all interpretation variants are best 

interpreted as the struggle for different forms of power.” Peterson is not an advocate of 

postmodernism but is a vocal critic of it and its consequences in society. 

The claim that there are innumerable ways in which the world can be interpreted and 

perceived is a valid point. However, it can be argued that there are not an innumerable number of 

ways that it can be correctly interpreted. It can be very effectively argued and demonstrated that, 

through careful critical analysis, we can discern correct interpretations and perceptions from 

incorrect ones. From that perspective, it seems that the postmodern perspective regarding truth is 

mistaken, lazy, or purposely misleading. 

In fairness, there is some controversy about various postmodern philosophers’ actual 

positions on the existence of absolute truth. The postmodern philosophers are making truth 

 
4 Friedrich Nietzsche, Human All Too Human: A Book for Free Spirits, 1878 
5 Jordan B Peterson, Postmodernism: definition and critique (with a few comments on its relationship 

with Marxism) (blog), https://www.jordanbpeterson.com/philosophy/postmodernism-definition-and-critique-with-a-
few-comments-on-its-relationship-with-marxism/. 



 

claims, whether they realize it or not, in their arguments against objective truth. If there is no 

truth, then their claims can’t be taken seriously. That leaves the ability to correctly know truth as 

the only option left to debate. For the purposes of this paper, we will be primarily discussing the 

existence of truth as opposed to the ability to know truth although the two concepts are highly 

interrelated.  

The assertion that there is no truth is one of, if not the, most destructive teachings that 

there is. Why? Because it is not true, for one thing. The absence of truth would make having any 

understanding of the true nature of things impossible.  

The denial of objective truth is a downward spiral resulting in confusion and chaos. If 

there is no objective truth, then there can be no right or wrong; anything goes. In the absence of 

truth, we are left with preference or chance. Relativism is the embodiment of the view that there 

is no objective truth but only preferences or indoctrination. The absence of truth throws the door 

open to power dictating the course of action; might makes right. We have seen the effects of 

power overriding truth in the 20th century and the unimaginable human suffering that comes as a 

result of it. A relativistic worldview deceives and can ultimately obscure the goodness of reality. 

When we drift farther from truth, we can drift farther from God, who is the author of truth. 

WHAT IS TRUTH? THE CORRESPONDENCE THEORY 

Truth is best defined by Aristotle where he speaks of it as “To say of what is, that it is 

not, or of what is not, that it is, is false, while to say of what is, that it is and of what is not, that it 

is not, is true.”6 There are a number of theories of truth in existence today by which people 

attempt to define truth and what is true. The correspondence theory of truth is the best one 

 
6 Aristotle Metaphysics bk. 4, chap.7. 



 

because it most correctly identifies truth as what it actually is7. The correspondence theory of 

truth is the view that truth is that which corresponds to reality. Reality is the state of things as 

they actually exist. To tell the truth about something is to tell it like it is. To say that a red shirt is 

red is true, while to say that a red shirt is blue is false. To say that it is raining outside is true if, 

in fact, it is raining outside. 

There are various formulations of the basic correspondence theory of truth throughout 

philosophical history. The aforementioned statement by Aristotle is likely the best known of 

these. However, other philosophers have similar formulations. Another notable statement of the 

correspondence theory is that of Thomas Aquinas in Summa Theologiae “A judgment is said to 

be true when it conforms to the external reality.”8 The majority of faculty members at leading 

philosophy departments hold to the correspondence theory of truth. 

The main arguments in favor of the correspondence theory of truth by its advocates 

are based primarily on its obviousness. In fact, until recent history, the acceptance of the 

correspondence theory has been so undisputed that it was not even named until other competing 

theories were put forward.  

Rene Descartes viewed it as the only way to understand the notion of truth: ‘… for 

my part, I have never had any doubts about truth, because it seems a notion so transcendentally 

clear that nobody can be ignorant of it … that the word truth, in the strict sense, denotes the 

conformity of thoughts with its objects’9 

 
7 Joseph M. Holden, The Harvest Handbook of Apologetics, Harvest House Publishers, Eugene, 

Oregon, 2018, p. 57 
8 David, Marian, "The Correspondence Theory of Truth", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy 

(Winter 2020 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.), forthcoming URL = 
<https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2020/entries/truth-correspondence/>. 

9 Descartes, R. (1991) Letter to Mersenne: 16 October 1639, in: The Philosophical Writings of 
Descartes, vol. 3 (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press), pp. 138–140 



 

Even Emmanuel Kant has made the following statement regarding the definition of 

truth “The nominal definition of truth, that it is the agreement of [a cognition] with its object, is 

assumed as granted.”10 This may seem surprising because Kant’s overall views might lead one to 

think he would state otherwise. 

William James defines truth as “Truth, as any dictionary will tell you, is a property of 

certain of our ideas. It means their ‘agreement’, as falsity means their disagreement, with 

‘reality’”11 

The Oxford Dictionary defines truth as “that which is true or in accordance with fact 

or reality." This is a manner that is entirely consistent with the correspondence theory of truth. 

DOES ABSOLUTE TRUTH EXIST? 

Does absolute or objective truth exist? Absolute truth represents something that is 

true in all times and in all places. Objective truth is something that is true regardless of one’s 

perspective or bias. In this sense all truth is both absolute and objective when properly taken in 

its specified or referenced time and place. Something that is absolutely or objectively true is true 

all the time and, in all places, regardless of how anyone feels about it. 

If truth is that which corresponds to reality, then why do we question if truth exists or 

not? How can truth not exist? By definition, truth is that which corresponds to reality. Our 

experience tells us that reality exists, that we exist within some real construct. It appears beyond 

practical question that reality exists, therefore truth about it must exist. For truth not to exist, 

there would have to non-reality. Any state of being would, of necessity, have to have that which 

corresponds to it. What would non reality look like? What would non-reality be, an illusion? Can 

 
10 Kant, I., 1787, Critique of Pure Reason, New York: St. Martin’s Press 1929. 
11 James, W., 1907, Pragmatism, in Pragmatism and The Meaning of Truth, Cambridge, Mass.: 

Harvard University Press, 1975 



 

you have an illusion of reality without reality itself? Truth not only does exist, but it must exist. 

It is inextricably linked to existence itself. 

THE SIMULATION HYPOTHESIS 

A popular argument has been put forward by philosopher Nick Bostrom that it is 

highly probably that we are living within a computer simulation.12 Without getting into the 

specifics of the argument, this possibility would seem to put truth seriously in question. This type 

of discussion has added to popular conceptions that absolute truth is even farther out of reach. 

The fact that certain prominent figures in culture seem to be attracted to this possibility further 

muddies the waters of truth in popular culture. However, even if this seemingly outlandish 

assertion were true, it would have absolutely no effect on the existence of absolute truth or 

reality. It would have very serious implications about our ability for knowing truth however. This 

is mentioned simply to make the point that if the simulation argument were true, it would be true 

that we are living within a simulation. It would not necessarily mean that truth does not exist. 

THE LAW OF NON-CONTRADICTION 

The law of non-contradiction is one of the first principles of logic that is a 

foundational building block to having meaningful knowledge about anything. The law of non-

contradiction is so powerful that Aristotle said without the principle of non-contradiction we 

could not know anything that we do know. The law of non-contradiction is useful in evaluating 

truth claims and helps us to refute claims against the existence of truth. In essence, the law of 

non-contradiction states that opposite statements cannot be both true and false at the same time 

and in the same sense. For example, an object cannot be both a circle and a square at the same 

time and in the same sense. 
 

12 Nick Bostrom, Are You Living in a Computer Simulation? Published in Philosophical Quarterly 
(2003) Vol. 53, No. 211, pp. 243-255 (first version: 2001) 



 

We can apply the law of non-contradiction to statements as a test for logical 

consistency. We do this by applying a statement to itself to see if it contradicts itself. If it does, it 

is referred to as a self-defeating statement. Contradictory statements cannot be true 

simultaneously. Therefore, a self-defeating statement cannot be true.  

Let us test the statement “there is no truth.” This statement is making a truth claim 

and that claim is that there is no truth. This statement is obviously contradictory because if there 

is no truth, the claim itself cannot be true. This is a classic self-defeating statement that, upon 

examination, is obviously false.  

This test can be applied to many statements that would attempt to deny the existence 

of truth. Other statements that can be proven to be self-defeating by the same methodology are: 

1) You can’t know the truth. 

2) All truth is relative. 

3) No one has the truth. 

Statement asserting the non-existence of truth are self-defeating. Objective truth can’t 

be denied without being affirmed. 

DOES TRUTH MATTER? 

Ideas have consequences. Our assumptions about reality matter. Truth matters. Our 

assumptions about reality and worldviews are foundational to our lives. Our views of reality will 

guide our decision-making. The decisions we make determine our ultimate outcome. Truth and 

the ability to know it are foundational to having successful or good outcomes.  

Answering the question of whether or not truth exists is an essential step toward 

answering the big questions related to the nature of human existence and beyond, such as13: 
 

13 Norman L. Geisler and Frank Turek, 2004, I Don’t Have Enough Faith to be an Atheist (Kindle 
Edition), Wheaton Illinois, Crossway Books, p. 20 



 

1) Where do we come from? 

2) Who are we? 

3) Why are we here? 

4) How should we live? 

5) Where are we going? 

The existence of truth is a prerequisite for developing an understanding of anything. 

If reality exists, then there must be certain attributes of that reality that correspond to it. 

Therefore, it is not only needed to answer the big questions, but any question that requires 

knowing anything about reality. Without its existence, we wouldn’t be able to know anything. 

In apologetics discussions, the establishment of the existence of truth is foundational 

to demonstrating the reliability of the Bible. Frank Turek and Norman Geisler lay out the 

following abbreviated outline for that purpose: 

1) Does truth exist? 

2) Does God exist? 

3) Are miracles possible? 

4) Is the New Testament reliable? 

A CASE HISTORY 

To know truth is to have a proper understanding of reality. Mistakes about the nature 

of reality can have profound consequences. A decision that is made based on a false 

understanding about reality may not yield the desired results. If one has the mistaken conception 

that 1+1=3, then it is highly likely that their check book won’t balance. The decisions made 

based on that false assumption will yield a result that is not consistent with what is required by 

reality. If one mistakenly believes that gravity has no force over them, then when they step off 



 

the edge of a roof, they will be confronted with the cold hard facts of reality in the form of 

plummeting to the ground with possibly lethal force. 

The authors’ background is in the field of geo-structural engineering which involves 

the application of engineering principles to construct modern deep foundation and earth retention 

systems. All structures have some sort of foundation that provides support that must be durable 

and able to withstand the forces of nature as well as the loadings imposed by occupancy and use 

of the structure. The principles of engineering are soundly based on objective truth and empirical 

evidence. The consequences of failure of a structure are high and could result in hundreds or 

thousands of deaths. This is yet another instance where our assumptions about reality are of 

profound importance. The engineer’s assumptions about the performance of a structure must 

align with the laws of nature, with reality itself. We cannot impose a merely preferred 

performance onto reality itself. Conversely, structures are designed such as to be consistent with 

known laws of physics, statics, and mechanics of materials. 

A classic case history in structural engineering failures over the years is that of the 

Hyatt Regency Skywalk Collapse. On July 17, 1981, at approximately 7:05PM, two suspended 

walkways within the atrium area of the Kansas City, Missouri Hyatt Regency Hotel collapsed 

killing 113 people and injuring an additional 18614. At the time, this was the most devastating 

structural collapse in the history of the United States in terms of loss of life and injuries. Since 

that time, the collapse of the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001 has exceeded the Hyatt 

Regency’s death and injuries toll. The hotel had been in service for approximately one year and a 

social gathering was taking place on the walkways at the time of collapse. The collapse occurred 

suddenly without any warning. 
 

14 Stephanie Buck, Timeline, When this hotel skywalk collapsed, it was one of the deadliest structural 
failures in US history (blog), https://timeline.com/hyatt-regency-skywalk-failure-8240bff34fa6 



 

An investigation determined that the collapse was caused by a detailing error of a 

crucial structural connection that supported the walkways vertically. The connection as detailed 

and fabricated by the constructor of the walkways differed from that of the design concept 

intended by the Engineer of Record. The structural crossbeam connections that support each 

walkway was originally designed to make use of continuous threaded rods. This approach would 

result in the structural connection being subject to only the weight of the individual walkway. 

When the walkway components were being detailed for fabrication, the connection (Figure 1) 

was changed, in an effort to simplify it, in a way that effectively doubled the loading on the 

individual connections. The engineer reviewing the fabrication drawings failed to catch the 

change and inadvertently approved the drawings for production. When the walkways came under 

full design loading, the connections were not able to resist the increased loading and failed. The 

failure resulted in the collapse of the supporting structure and the pancaking of the two walkways 

on the floor of the hotel.  



 

 
Figure 1 – Actual Versus Original Design Connection Detail15 

Because of a misunderstanding of reality, a misunderstanding of statics and strength 

of materials, the walkway structure at the Kansas City Hyatt Regency failed and resulted in a 

loss of life due to building failure that had previously been unprecedented in American history. 

The fabricator of the connection, as well as the reviewer, failed to see the truth of how this 

structural component would perform under load. Reality is uncaring and does not yield to our 

perceptions. When we violate the laws of reality, we are often faced with the “cold, hard, 

objective truth”, as referred to by R.C. Sproul, no matter what our perceptions or interpretations. 

Our understanding of truth in general is no different. Our ideas and understanding of 

the nature of reality have profound, often life and death consequences. The people who stepped 

onto the walkways, that soon would collapse, had no reason to question their structural integrity. 

 
15 Wikimedia Commons 



 

There were no external signs of an impending collapse but it is a stark reminder that we have to 

be aware that our perceptions and understandings do not always align with reality. Our faith is 

only as good as what it is placed in. This applies to everything in reality and not just the physical 

things that we can see and touch. However, for many things, it is possible through careful 

analysis to know what the truth is. But for all things in reality, there is truth about them. 

THE ULTIMATE TRUTH CLAIM 

For the majority of history, people have believed that truth exists and that it is 

absolutely true at all times and in all places, whether we acknowledge it or not. The historical 

view of truth within western civilization is predominantly that God is the source of all truth. 

Within Christianity, that God’s Word is the source of all truth. 

Douglas Groothuis says in his book Truth Decay:16 
 
Although the Bible does not present a carefully nuanced philosophical discussion of 
the nature of truth, it does offer a unified perspective on the matter of truth and falsity 
that flatly opposes the postmodernist orientation. It speaks authoritatively not only on 
what things are true but on the nature of truth itself. The biblical view of the nature of 
truth was common in the cultures for which it was originally written, but this view 
can be rigorously defended before the postmodern world as well. 

In John 14:6 of the Holy Bible (NKJV), Jesus of Nazareth makes the most exclusive 

truth claim of all time by saying ““I am the way, the truth, and the life. No one comes to the 

Father except through Me.” Here, Jesus claims to BE the truth and the only way to God. Is this 

an attempt to redefine the word truth? No. What Jesus is saying is that His teachings and His 

very being represent the truth about reality. In His life, Jesus affirmed the teachings of the 

Hebrew Old Testament. He affirmed where we come, our purpose and how we should live. The 

teachings of Jesus are not easy to follow but are arguably the right way of conduct. If the Bible is 

 
16 Douglas Groothuis, “The Biblical View of Truth”, Truth Decay, Downers Grove, Illinois, IVP 

Books, p. 60 



 

true, He is speaking on a level equal with God Himself. According to His claims, He and God 

the Father are one. 

Many today do not realize the amount of evidence for the historical reliability of the 

Bible and the truth of Christianity. If the claims of Jesus are true, they rule out the truth of any 

other religion or competing ideology. Until recent times, in Western civilization, it was taken as 

a given that the Bible was true and was the source of revealed truth. We’ll leave further 

discussion of this for another time. 

IS THERE AN ULTERIOR MOTIVE? 

The case for truth appears to be quite strong. In fact, the argument for truth is so 

strong that it would be difficult to mount a plausible defense of its non-existence. Is it possible 

that that there is an ulterior motive for the broad and pervasive denial of truth that we see in the 

culture? There has been a marked change in lifestyle and stated beliefs in the period of time that 

postmodernism and relativism have been on the rise.  

Further, the case for the truth of Christianity is also very strong. The truth of 

Christianity builds upon the foundation of the existence of truth and the fact that truth is 

knowable and revealed to us through God’s Word. If we acknowledge these truths, then we are 

forced to admit that we are accountable to our creator, to God. 

Is the rejection of truth that we see in the culture based on an actual belief that truth 

does not exist, or is it a convenient excuse to push the truth aside so that we can make way for 

our own preferences? According to the American Worldview Inventory Survey 2020, only 5% of 

American surveyed state that they believe there is no truth while 42% state that they believe God 



 

is the source of truth.17 If only 5% of Americans believe that there is not truth, then that cannot 

possibly be the driver that we see toward a more postmodern culture and corresponding 

lifestyles. The only alternatives left are the rejection of God’s truths for other perceived “truths” 

or “untruths” even that suit us better. 

CONCLUSION 

Critical and logical analysis decisively demonstrates that absolute truth certainly does 

exist, that by definition it must exist, and that it matters profoundly in all of mankind’s 

endeavors. The claims of postmodernism do not refute the existence of absolute truth. In fact, 

there can’t be any truth claims at all if truth doesn’t exist. It may be said that the claims of 

postmodernism do not directly attack the existence of truth but are more focused on correctly 

knowing or perceiving truth. This false ideology has become so pervasive in culture, however, 

that many people take it to have proved that there is not truth in general. Postmodernism is 

clearly a false ideology and can be thoroughly demonstrated to be just that. 

Truth, by definition, not only does exist, but it must exist. It is inextricably linked to 

existence itself. The claims of postmodernism cannot do away with absolute truth. All truth is 

absolute in that a true fact is true to everyone all the time regardless of how one feels about it. 

The truth doesn’t care if you believe it or not. It just is. 

Statements asserting the non-existence of truth are self-defeating. Objective truth 

can’t be denied without being affirmed. Arguments form postmodernism denying truth are self-

defeating and are therefore false. 

 
17 George Barna, Americans See Many Sources Of Truth—And Reject Moral Absolutes (blog), 2020, 

https://www.georgebarna.com/research/282014/americans-see-many-sources-of-truth%E2%80%94and-reject-
moral-absolutes 



 

To know truth is to have a proper understanding of reality. Mistakes about the nature 

of reality can have profound consequences. A decision that is made based on a false 

understanding about reality may not yield the desired results. Believing the lie of postmodernism 

leads down a road to ultimate error. 

The only way to ensure good general outcomes across all domains of knowledge is to 

acknowledge the existence of truth and to pursue it in all of our endeavors. We may well deny 

the existence of truth in order to make our preferences paramount but we do so at great peril. The 

truth manifests itself through reality. Our preferences do not change truth and so we are best 

served to seek to find what the real truth is and endeavor to align our lives with that instead of 

trying to make the truth be what we want. 


